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ABSTRACT
RNA Movies is a simple, yet powerful visualization
tool in likeness to a media player application, which
enables to browse sequential paths through RNA
secondary structure landscapes. It can be used to
visualize structural rearrangement processes of
RNA, such as folding pathways and conformational
switches, or to browse lists of alternative structure
candidates. Besides extending the feature set,
retaining and improving usability and availability in
the web is the main aim of this new version. RNA
Movies now supports the DCSE and RNAStructML
input formats besides its own RNM format.
Pseudoknots and ‘entangled helices’ can be super-
imposed on the RNA secondary structure layout.
Publication quality output is provided through the
Scalable Vector Graphics output format understood
by most current drawing programs. The software
has been completely re-implemented in Java to
enable pure client-side operation as applet and




It is well known that RNA secondary structure prediction
via energy minimization is limited in accuracy due to
eﬃciency constraints imposed on the models and missing
or imprecise thermodynamic data (1). Nonetheless,
simulations of RNA folding pathways (2–5) can provide
interesting insights into RNA folding dynamics and
structural rearrangements. Since complete RNA second-
ary structure landscapes have become tractable (6), the
limitations of predictions may be overcome by sampling
and browsing candidate structures sorted by free energy
or other properties. To facilitate this new approach of
interrogation of an RNA secondary structure landscape a
dedicated visualization tool was developed.
RNA Movies (7) uses as input a script—essentially a list
of secondary structures—that it then draws at an
adjustable rate using the NAVIEW RNA secondary
structure layout algorithm (8), while smoothing the
transitions between the nucleotide positions in subsequent
structures linearly. The main aim was to create an
intuitively usable web application. Therefore, the user
interface matches the layout of a typical media player with
play, pause, forward, backward and rewind buttons below
the display area. Structures in the central viewing area can
be scaled, moved and rotated by mouse controls. Multiple
conﬁguration options, such as animation speed and
nucleotide colouring options are provided in a menu
system.
To provide dynamic extensibility of the application the
menu paths are determined by an XML framework at
the program start-up. This enables the adaptation of the
menu structure and its associated actions to match the
requirements of a given application domain.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Input formats
An RNA Movies script consists of an RNA sequence
succeeded by a list of compatible secondary structures.
The order in which the structures are displayed is
determined by the order in which they appear in the
script. A script may contain the complete secondary
structure space generated by a folding algorithm or any
subspace thereof. It is up to the folding program to
arrange the structures in a meaningful order.
Currently, RNA Movies supports three input formats.
The RNM-format makes use of the Vienna (dot-bracket)
format for secondary structures. Pseudoknots may be
modelled using additional brace characters {}, [], and5 4.
Furthermore, RNA Movies now supports the DCSE
format (9) and the RNAStructML format (10). The
DCSE format has been extended to include pseudoknots
and entangled helices. RNAStructML is an XML-based
and XML Schema language deﬁned format for all kinds
of RNA secondary structure information including
pseudoknots and entangled helices.
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The well-known NAVIEW algorithm (8) was chosen
because of its many favourable properties. The layout is
nearly free of overlaps, consistent and intuitively inter-
pretable. Consistency is a very important property with
regard to animation, as common parts of consecutive
structures remain ﬁxed while the rest of the structure
moves about changing its shape. Therefore, a linear
interpolation of coordinates associated with every base
suﬃces as transition between diﬀerent structures and
works very well in practice. Moreover, co-transcriptional
folding can be visualized by consecutively longer second-
ary structures.
Control over the program is provided by so-called
actions that are available through drop down menus at the
top of the application window. Actions provide all
functionality for loading data, image export and opera-
tions concerning animation control. In some cases it might
be necessary to adapt the set of actions to match the
requirements of a certain application (e.g. as a visualiza-
tion front-end for an RNA folding web service). As the
structure of the menu is declared in XML this can easily
be done by exchanging or editing the appropriate ﬁle.
Removing the exit button, which does not make sense in
the context of an applet, serves as a simple example.
Combined with the ability to dynamically load new
modules declared in the XML framework, adding addi-
tional features, such as new layout algorithms, becomes
easy, because there is no need to change existing code.
The supported input formats include the RNM format
that is akin to the output generated by most folding
routines and the forward-looking XML formats provided
by BioDOM. These formats allow the notation of
pseudoknots within RNA secondary structures.
Pseudoknots are displayed through highlighting the
region of the backbone and connecting the ﬁrst and last
bases with lines. For image export of one or more
structure graphs RNA Movies provides JPEG and PNG
output as well as vector graphics through SVG. Moreover,
whole movies can be exported as animated GIFs.
Usage example
A great beneﬁt of RNA Movies is the easy integration of
the program into application workﬂows on other web
servers. Figure 1 shows the integration of the RNA
Movies applet in a typical web browser/web server
environment. For simplicity the source code was reduced
to a minimum, using Perl as server side language and
Figure 1. Easy Integration of RNA Movies in your own application using a Client-/Server architecture.
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JavaScript in the HTML page to set input parameters of
the Java applet.
APPLICATIONS
RNA Movies is available online as applet. Moreover, it
can also be run as fully ﬂedged application, either locally
or from a web page using the Java WebStart technology.
Currently, two tools on the Bielefeld Bioinformatics
Server use the applet as visualization front-end.
Figure 2 shows a screen shot of the third RNA
secondary structure of the Alanine tRNA of
Natronobacterium paharoanis calculated by RNAshapes
(6) using the shape folding mode with the most abstract
shape class. PknotsRG is a fast algorithm for pseudoknot
computation (11). Since the online version supports
suboptimal folding of RNA secondary structures with
pseudoknots, RNA Movies is the preferred visualization
front-end. Figure 3 shows a pknotsRG folding of the
tRNA-like structure from turnip yellow mosaic virus.
FUTURE WORK
We intend to augment RNA Movies with new layout
algorithms for better visualization of pseudoknot struc-
tures, as currently available algorithms do not fulﬁl the
property of layout consistency to a degree needed for this
application domain. Command line functionality is
desirable for batch processing and web services applica-
tions to allow integration into existing workﬂow engines.
Furthermore, the output of movie ﬁle formats would
enable end users to easily publish ﬁles generated with
RNA Movies.
Figure 2. Third structure of ‘Alanine tRNA of Natronobacterium phiranis’ calculated by RNAShapes.
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